T3690 TERRORGRAM (USA, 1988)

**Credits:** director, Stephen M. Kienzle; writers, Thomas F. Wells, Stephen M. Kienzle.

**Cast:** J.T. Wallace, Michael Hartson, Steven Field, Larry Omaha.

**Summary:** Horror anthology set in the contemporary U.S. and Vietnam in the 1960s. Three separate tales of retribution. In *Heroine addict* a charismatic horror film director is hunted by women whom he once exploited in his films. In *Pandora* a TV anchorwoman uses a hit and run death she was responsible for to further her career, but is haunted by a talking corpse and pays for her misdeeds. In *Veteran's day* an abusive drinker and wife beater is transported back 20 years to Vietnam where he must face the bullets which killed a soldier whom he was responsible for getting drafted.
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